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The new edition of   Focus on Pronunciation   gives beginning to high-beginning students the tools,

tips, and techniques they need to speak clearly, accurately, and fluently. All aspects of

pronunciation are included â€“ consonants, vowels, stress, rhythm, and intonation. The variety of

activities and flexible, accessible style make learning fun.      Â   Features:     Presentation sections

feature clear explanations and diagrams.   Focused Practice sections build accuracy with

high-interest listening and speaking tasks and engaging games.    Communication Practice sections

integrate pronunciation and fluency with practice in a communicative thematic context.   Natural

English boxes illustrate how to speak English more naturally and fluently.   Extended Practice

sections encourage continued accuracy and fluency practice outside of class.   The CD in the back

of the book provides MP3 audio for the Extended Practice sections.    Classroom Audio CDs provide

the complete audio program.  Complete online Answer Keys and Audioscripts are available online.
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I love this book because it has so many natural language speech and it was very helpful for my day

to day learning. It has boxes of advice in every page which I love it.The quality of the pages is very

good, nice and soft pages.

So far so good. I kinda expected it to be a heavy book with lots of theoretical and academic

explanation of pronunciation, but it turns out to be much more approachable. Although I personally

prefer all the theory stuff, this book still does an excellent job in explaining all the concepts plainly



and clearly.

This book is amazing, but it didn't come with the supposed Classroom Audio CD that has all the

theory. Without that CD the book is useless.

it's a bitter expensive and it should include more audio recordings. Overall, the book provides good

knowledge for a foreign student.

I like the parts of this that I can use, but a bunch of it is useless without the Classroom CD (which

doesn't come with it).

I like the book. It is really help for my pronunciation.good quality and fast shipment.I highly

recommend for my friends.

I believe that it is a great book for a student to learn the English. I hope it will help me to improve my

English.

I choose this book because I have taken class this semester. ESL 077 therefore should buy this

textbook for class
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